Solutions for
Real Estate and
Facility Management
Optimisation

Workspace utilization studies

A study of meeting room occupancy across 24
organisations show an average utilisation rate
of only 38%

Utilisation studies of over 100 workplaces show
that individually owned spaces sit unoccupied
60% of the time

Current Problems and Trends impacting CRE Teams
•

New ways of working - corporate offices are being converted to agile working environments, with
co-working, shared space and remote work.

•

Meeting rooms are either too big or too small or never available, and private offices are underutilised.

•

No real-time visibility available on occupancy patterns and space utilisation. Manual occupancy
data collection is inaccurate and never up to date.

•

As CRE continues to be the 2nd to 3rd largest cost center, under-performing workspaces are
negatively impacting both company profits and employees productivity.

SenzoLive Solution

How it works

• A combination of occupation sensors &
cloud analytics for powerful reporting
and real-time analytics.
• Measures occupancy on a day-by-day
and hour-by-hour basis; helps making
informed decisions about your future
workplace environment.
• Captures occupancy data with building,
floor, room and desk level accuracy.
• Dashboard view for real-time space
availability and history reports from all
enterprise locations, locally and globally.
• SenzoAPI provides integration to control
Meeting Room Booking Systems,
Catering, BMS, Lighting and HVAC
systems.
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Sensors are
installed in the
workspace
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Data is sent
securely and
anonymously to
cloud platform
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Dashboards
to view realtime and
historical
data

Available Reports and Dashboards
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Live dashboard
Live layout
Average Occupancy
Peak Occupancy
Occupancy ranges
Heat maps
Comparison tool between multiple areas
Customizable timeframes
Unlimited users

Reports can be exported in PDF, JPEG and CSV.

Benefits
Optimise workspace

Save costs

Understanding why certain work areas have a
low utilisation and making the necessary
improvements to optimise the workspace.

A 20%+ reduction in real estate space will positively
impact net profit 2 to 5% per year. Through
controlling In-Building systems and devices it’s
possible to dramatically reduce energy expenses

Accurate data

Increase efficiency and engagement

Floor walks measuring occupancy are typically
conducted for 1 week and observing utilisation
every 3 hours per floor. SenzoLive is 2x more
accurate than manual methods with data being
captured every 6 seconds.

Introducing new ways of working that leverages
technology, delivers an improved working
experience resulting in increased efficiency and
productivity amongst employees

About SenzoLive
• SenzoLive operates globally and prides itself on Nordic quality, with the headquarters,
manufacturing, research and development team based in Helsinki Finland, and sales offices in
Boston, Dubai, Hong Kong, Johannesburg, Madrid, Singapore and Sydney.
• We are passionate about data and how the understanding of data can help our clients achieve
efficiencies within their workspace.
• SenzoLive has developed a unique data-driven approach to gather evidence about the way an
organization works and how the workspace supports efficient work and collaboration.
• By understanding how the workspace is functioning based on accurate data, our clients are able to
implement changes that help them save on operating costs, improve productivity and attract and
retain employees.
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